Energy efficiency is often a key optimization problem. Many control systems use fuzzy logic and as a result applying compare operators to fuzzy numbers. The article deals with the issue of comparing fuzzy numbers. The similarity relation is most probably the most frequently used and the most difficult to precisely determine the convergence measure. Analysis of the similarity of two objects is a basic assessment tool and constitutes the basis for reasoning by analogy. It also directly affects the energy effectiveness of the universe that it controls. This article presents the methods for determining the similarity used in fuzzy logic. Many of these methods were dedicated only to fuzzy triangular or trapezoidal numbers , ChiTsuen Yeh 2017, Abbasbandy and Hajjar 2009). This was a computational inconvenience and posed a question about the axiological basis of this type of comparison. The authors proposed two new approaches for comparing fuzzy numbers using one of the known extensions of fuzzy numbers Wilbik 2009, 2005). This allowed to simplify the operation and eliminate the duality (Zadrożny, 2004) .
INTRUDUCTION
In all fields of science for a long time it was necessary to compare certain objects. While some branches of science sought to answer the question about the nature of the similarities, others need precise, formal definition. Comparison of two objects or occurrences can be seen as an attempt to determine the relation between them (Piegat, 2015 , Piegat et al., 2015 . The most important and most frequently used relations between objects are similarity, difference and inclusion. In the literature, most attention is dedicated to the issue of the similarity of objects (Stachowiak and Dyczkowski 2013, Wenyi et al 2016) . In recent decades, the theory of fuzzy sets has been used in many areas of science and everyday life (Czerniak et al. 2017a , Zarzycki et al. 2017a , Ewald 2018a , Apiecionek et al. 2018 , Marszałek 2014 . The need to compare fuzzy sets emerged naturally from the very beginning of the theory. There are plenty of methods, often based on those used for conventional sets. Intensive development of fuzzy logic and its applications often need to identify new ways of comparing objects (Lebiediewa et al. 2016 , Zarzycki et al. 2017b or issues as Linguistic Summaries (Kacprzyk et al 2005 , 2006 , Zadrożny 2004 ). This issue is particularly important in the computer aided decision support, classification and processing of natural language. Although the issue of the comparison is crucial for many applications of fuzzy set theory, still we failed to clearly formalize the basic concepts such as similarity or inclusion (Adabitabar et al. 2012 , Khorshidi and Nikfalayar 2017 , Dabashree 2010 . While some researchers concerned with fuzzy logic seeks to define precisely the concepts, others questioned this approach, saying that imposing rigid framework limits the practical applications . Through years of development of fuzzy logic, many researchers has been developing methods of comparing sets and fuzzy numbers. Among them, it is worth to recall Several fuzzy number comparison methods and indices have been researched since 1977 Zadeh, Yager and Kaufman, Chang, and Amado (Abbasbandy, 2009). Bortolan and De-gani and Dadgostar reviewed some of the methods for ranking fuzzy sets (Tran et al., 2002a (Tran et al., , 2002b , including Yager's first, second and third indexes, Chang's algorithm, Adamo's method, Baas and Kwakernaak's method, Baldwin and Guild's method, 
THREE NEW DEFUZZYFICATORS
In this paragraph, the mathematical foundations of the three methods of defuzzyficating will be presented. They are all sensitive to directing. This means that the methods applied to numbers in the OFN notation generally provide different defuzzyficating results for numbers with opposite directing on the same coordinates .
Golden Ratio (GR) defuzzyfication operator
Fibonacci series is based on the assumption that it starts with two ones, and each consecutive number is the sum of the previous two. The proposal for the Golden Ratio method of defuzzification is based on the proportion of the golden ratio . As a result of dividing each of the numbers by its predecessor, we always obtain quotients oscillating around the value of 1.618 the golden ratio number. The exact value of the limit is the golden number itself:
(1) where: GR is the defuzzification operator, supp(A) is support for fuzzy set A in universe X.
Mandala Factor (ML) defuzzyfication operator
Buddhist monks can create amazing pictures of colored sand grains. Those pictures are called mandala. The Mandala Factor defuzzyfication operator is inspired by mandala. Calculation of the R value using the Mandala Factor for the rising edge, falling edge and core set function integral. Then the obtained value should be scaled from the center of the coordinate system by adding it to the start of the support value of the fuzzy number . When defuzzyfication is performed in the OFN arithmetic, then in the case of a positive order, one should proceed as described below, while in the case of a negative order, one should deduct the calculated value from the first coordinate of the OFN number corresponding to the outermost right side of the OFN support.
(2) where (3)
Triangular Expanding (TR) defuzzyfication operator
The above considerations include formal description of the proposed method in the OFN number defuzzyfication process that comes down to determining the equations for the intersection of two circles and the intersection of two linear functions . (4) where: x1, s1 are the determined coordinates of the point crisp value
The following set of drawings presents the visualization of the seven fuzzy numbers. We are going to compare these numbers, which is not a trivial task in the case of fuzzy logic. 
EXAMPLES OF FUZZY NUMBER COMPARISON
This paragraph presents the results obtained using the ML, GR and TR methods for the following set of compared numbers. As can be seen from the table above, the use of defuzzyfication operators GR, ML and TR allowed to reduce the uncertainty of fuzzy numbers and allowed to compare them. Thus, in the first group (b) where the A1 and A2 numbers are compared, individual defuzzyficators allow to detect the following relations: GR: A1>A2, ML: A1>A2, TR: A1<A2. In group (d) defuzzyfication allowed detection of the following relations: GR: A1>A2, ML: A1=A2, TR: A1<A2. The third group (e) of fuzzy numbers, the elements of which have been defuzzyfied, will present the following set of relations: GR: A1=A2>A3, ML: A1>A2>A3, TR: A1>A3>A2
CONCLUSION
The article presents three defuzzyficating methods that can be applied both to classic fuzzy numbers and to numbers in OFN notation. This time, the discussed defuzzyficators were used, ie GR, ML and TR as operators preparing data for comparing fuzzy numbers. The novelty that the article brings is, in addition to the development of three proprietary defuzzyfication methods, applying them to the fuzzy numbers mentioned in the introduction, commonly used as peculiar benachmas of fuzzy logic. As a result, a new application of a novel defuzzyfication operators is shown. The GR and ML defuzzyfication operators showed in group (b) the same results as most compared operators. In group (d), only the ML operator indicated the same type of relationship as the majority of known operators, and GR and TR were among the minority compared operators. However, in the third group (e) the ML operator indicated the relation that the majority indicated and the GR and TR operators signaled another type of relation not mentioned in the group.
